Arrest 3
In IPAC Bus Protest

Three more persons were arrested Tuesday after allegedly blocking passageways in the Washington Superintendents Office.

Charged with disorderly conduct were: Jeffrey L. Bombara, 26, of 1542 South Western; Edward G. Schmidt, 17, of 1522 Ashwood; and Mark E. Shuster, 19, of 1506 South Western.

Charged with a similar violation were: James R. McGinness, 19, of 1029 Snowdrop; and Charles W. Rinehart, 18, of 1030 Snowdrop.

All five were to appear in court Wednesday before Magistrate J. David Atwood.

The protesters had been lined up in front of the administrational building of the Washington Superintendents Office for about an hour Tuesday afternoon.

Dozens of people had been standing outside the building in an attempt to draw attention to the war.

Accused of violation of a city ordinance were: Richard S. Eisenberg, 22, of 1220 Vincennes; and Frank A. Ditto, 21, of 1222 Vincennes.

Police had been attempting to get the protesters to move from the entrance.

Monday night the demonstrators again held a silent vigil outside the building.

Two demonstrators, one man and one woman, were arrested Monday morning after attempting to enter the building.

The women were not identified.

More Arrests

Provisional Urban Renewal BoardHit

By ALEX JOHNSON

Daily Jason Reporter

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) -- Three veterans of the American Legion were arrested Tuesday night at a demonstration aimed at blocking the entrance to the Urban Renewal Board.

The demonstrators were attempting to prevent the board from hearing comments on a proposed plan to replace the existing low-income housing in the area with a new high-rise project.

The veterans were among several hundred people who gathered outside the board building in protest of the proposed plan.

The veterans said they were not exceeding the bounds of their constitutional right to free speech.

The veterans said they were not exceeding the bounds of their constitutional right to free speech.

By JOHN LYNCH

Daily Jason Reporter

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The Urban Renewal Board has announced that it will not be held accountable for any illegalities that may occur during the hearing.

The announcement was made after the veterans blocked the entrance to the board building.

The veterans were demanding that the board rescind its decision to hear comments on the proposed plan.

The veterans said they were not exceeding the bounds of their constitutional right to free speech.

The veterans said they were not exceeding the bounds of their constitutional right to free speech.

By NORM WOLFE

Daily Jason Reporter

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The Urban Renewal Board has announced that it will not be held accountable for any illegalities that may occur during the hearing.

The announcement was made after the veterans blocked the entrance to the board building.

The veterans were demanding that the board rescind its decision to hear comments on the proposed plan.

The veterans said they were not exceeding the bounds of their constitutional right to free speech.

The veterans said they were not exceeding the bounds of their constitutional right to free speech.
Letters: letters, Christianity

To the Editor:

I think it is about time that we, Christians acknowledge our responsibility to the oppressed. One of my new year’s resolutions is to write to several prominent Christians and ask them how they think Bible prophecies about the end of the world concern them. We cannot turn a blind eye to the plight of those who are suffering.

The Christian Federation of America

Bike Day

In the Editor:

Bike day was a beautiful celebration of our nation’s history. It was a day when people came together to enjoy the outdoors and support local businesses. The event was well-organized and provided a fun-filled day for all.

The Local Bicycle Club

ANGELA SPEAKS

Bike Day

Bike Day was a wonderful opportunity for people to come together and enjoy the outdoors. It was a day when we could take a break from the stresses of everyday life and ride our bikes with friends and family.

The Local Bicycle Club

Friday, President of the United States, gave a speech about the importance of biking and encouraged people to get involved in the sport. He said that biking is a great way to exercise and improve our health.

The Local Bicycle Club

The effect of bike day was that people felt more connected to their community and enjoyed spending time outdoors. It was a day that brought people together and created a positive atmosphere.

The Local Bicycle Club
Confusion After Lon Nol Resignation—

Cambodian Crisis Grows

SAIGON—Cambodia's staunch ally, Vietnam, and its government on Thursday set a deadline of Sunday for the fall of Royalist government forces, which it is threatening to eliminate by force. The deadline was issued by Saigon's ambassador to Phnom Penh, who is believed to have been inserted into the Cambodian government to make the announcement.

The Vietcong, a Communist guerrilla army based in North Vietnam, has been fighting a long war against the Royalist government, which has been supported by the United States and other Western countries. The Vietcong has gained significant ground in recent months, and its forces have launched a number of successful attacks against Royalist troops, including a recent raid on the Royalist capital of Phnom Penh.

The United States has been providing military and financial support to Cambodia, but it has been unable to stem the tide of Vietcong advances. The United States has threatened to withdraw its support if the Royalist government does not comply with its demands, which include the resignation of President Lon Nol and the withdrawal of foreign troops from Cambodia.

The Royalist government has thus far refused to comply with the United States' demands, and it has continued to receive support from foreign countries, including Vietnam. The United States has been crucial in maintaining Cambodia's stability, but it has been unable to prevent the Vietcong from gaining ground. The United States' military support has been crucial in maintaining Cambodia's stability, but it has been unable to prevent the Vietcong from gaining ground.

The Royalist government has thus far refused to comply with the United States' demands, and it has continued to receive support from foreign countries, including Vietnam. The United States' military support has been crucial in maintaining Cambodia's stability, but it has been unable to prevent the Vietcong from gaining ground. The United States' military support has been crucial in maintaining Cambodia's stability, but it has been unable to prevent the Vietcong from gaining ground.
Hawks Edge ISU After 4-1 Loss

By JAY BOSCH
Sports Writer

Iowa State baseball needed a rally in the top of the ninth inning. That's exactly what they got from Larry Coraggio to edge Iowa State, 4-1. The game was a roller coaster with the Cyclones trailing, 2-1, after eight innings.

The ninth inning was a roller coaster with the Cyclones trailing, 2-1, after eight innings.

Following the second game, Larry Coraggio went 3-for-3 with three RBIs and two runs scored. He also had two doubles and a triple. He hit .450 for the season. His total of 10 RBIs is second only to teammate Scott Price, who has 15.

The Cyclones' win (15-7) was their fourth in a row and their fifth in six games.

After losing the second game, ISU has been thinking about how to come back to win.

In the top of the ninth inning, Larry Coraggio led off with a base hit and was sacrificed to second. Dave Pace then hit a bunt to third base, but Cyclones second baseman, Scott Price, threw out the runner to end the inning. The Cyclones went on to win, 4-1.

Larry Coraggio led off with a base hit and was sacrificed to second. Dave Pace then hit a bunt to third base, but Cyclones second baseman, Scott Price, threw out the runner to end the inning. The Cyclones went on to win, 4-1.

View of Things to Come—

Iowa's Miller catches 3 strikes in a row on the better Tuesday in the Hawkeyes' season-opening Big Eight. He kept the Iowa переведенное далее от последней игры ISU won't be the site of the game. ISU tied with the living picture. (See the next game, ISU, on the scoreboard.)

Baseball JV's Win 2

From Iowa Wesleyan

Junior. The Cyclones were 4-1 in the Big Eight and 28-20 overall. The Cyclones scored four runs in the bottom of the sixth inning, including two on a home run by Larry Coraggio, to win, 4-1.

Larry Coraggio had three hits, including a double and a triple, and drove in three runs. He is the Cyclones' leading hitter with a .353 average, and he has 10 RBIs in 17 games.

The Cyclones scored four runs in the bottom of the sixth inning, including two on a home run by Larry Coraggio, to win, 4-1.
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Larry Coraggio had three hits, including a double and a triple, and drove in three runs. He is the Cyclones' leading hitter with a .353 average, and he has 10 RBIs in 17 games.

The Cyclones scored four runs in the bottom of the sixth inning, including two on a home run by Larry Coraggio, to win, 4-1.

The Cyclones scored four runs in the bottom of the sixth inning, including two on a home run by Larry Coraggio, to win, 4-1.

Larry Coraggio had three hits, including a double and a triple, and drove in three runs. He is the Cyclones' leading hitter with a .353 average, and he has 10 RBIs in 17 games.

The Cyclones scored four runs in the bottom of the sixth inning, including two on a home run by Larry Coraggio, to win, 4-1.
ISU's Stapleton Accepts AD Post at Florida State

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — T.J. Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. Chairman, M.D. Tallahassee, Florida State University, was named as the new AD post at Florida State University.

He said Stapleton's record at Florida State University, in his five years as AD, was one of great success stories in intersports.

Clay Stapleton

He said Stapleton's record at Florida State University, in his five years as AD, was one of great success stories in intersports.

Strangers—Bucks, Bullets Ober NBA Final Playoffs

Buck's coach Terry Slater and Portland's coach, in Ames, Iowa, paced the game. TheTemp. and Portland battle, which was a victory for the Bucks, was the game of the year.

The Temp. and Portland battle, which was a victory for the Bucks, was the game of the year.

Speed Fund Cage Games Set Tonight

A historical milestone to be 1971 Speed Fund speed fund will be played tonight at Portland, Ill.

Clay Stapleton

You can afford it while you're still young enough to enjoy it.

Two Great New Spring Ideas
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Two Great New Spring Ideas
COUNTRY COBBLER'S WAREHOUSE SALE is still in progress
COME UP AND SAVE
12½ SOUTH DUBUQUE above Baker's Flowers

WHY WAIT?

The 1971 Better Idea Cars can be yours NOW with FORD'S
"GET-A-WAY PLAN"

If you're producing and have a job line-up, and quality, we can put you in a 71 LTD, Grabber, Cobra, Mach II or any one of your choice now, with no payment until July.

SEE US AT
WINER BRENNER DREUSICK INC.
Ford

Winnebago truck Inc.

JOHN BRUBLEY
Let me help you with the Reading

Burning City Theater

--New Pressure for Labor--

Saigon Relocates Tribe

By D. Gersh Porter

The American embassy has ordered the relocation of 1,500 Montagnards in Regions 11 and 15, as part of the Montagnard relocation campaign being conducted in Vietnam.

The campaign is aimed at encouraging the Montagnards to move to resettlement areas, and to overcome what the Nixon administration is billed as the "theater of change." and has seen wide-scale action on both sides of the past two years.

It Costs No More To Move With Professionals!

Safley Moving And Storage

Plano and New Mexico, free estimates given.

Take stock in America

Redwood & Ross

Van Heusen 417 Body Shirt

Available At

COUNTRY COBBLER

SCHLITZ MALT LIQUOR.
Our sign is Taurus, the Bull. Can you handle us?

Tremendous strength, power, reliability, dependable good taste. That's what Taurus is known for. Schlitz Malt Liquor. You can handle us. The Brawny Bull is not a log you can move. It is a bull you can trust to carry the weight of confidence, power, dependability.

Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.
Good intentions never saved a penny.

**Pollution: Lots of Talk, but Few Bills Passed**

"We need a 50% more doing. We need state enforcement officials to get things done. But we need to do it."

"We need to do it."

"It's a small country. It's a small world."

"The measure ran into stirrings, but the bill passed."

"In other House actions, a bill which sent agriculture bills and would make it necessary to purchase certain chemicals, to pass in the Senate Tuesday and sent to the Governor."

"The measure ran into all sorts of trouble, but the bill passed."

"The measure ran into all sorts of trouble, but the bill passed."

"The measure ran into all sorts of trouble, but the bill passed."

"The measure ran into all sorts of trouble, but the bill passed."

"The measure ran into all sorts of trouble, but the bill passed."